La Sivolière
Courchevel
N

estled in the pine trees, in a peaceful area and a step away from Courchevel
1850 centre, La Sivolière remains the well-kept secret of Courchevel 1850.

The without ostentation and home-feeling property provides a first class service
to the guests, thanks to the General Manager Ms. Florence Carcassonne who is
describing the atmosphere of the place as “casual chic”.
La Sivoliere stands as a true tribute to the Savoy style, with wood and stone
construction, yet offers a new look, chic and contemporary that took this stunning
destination to a new level. La Sivolière chose Tristan Auer for his subtle yet chic style.
The result of his work is a blend of traditional and modern, comfort and sophistication,
in avoiding some spectacular effect he stayed in total harmony with the spirit of la
Sivoliere.The 24 Rooms, 11 Suites and 2 Duplex Apartments have an incredible and
warm light with a view of the village, the slopes or the forest.
During the renovation in 2010, Tristan Auer vowed to respect the Savoy heritage
by keeping the wood work and the warm and cozy ambiance of the rooms, while
instilling some subtle, modern touch with contemporary furnishing.
Awarded with 3 Red Forks from the Michelin guide, “Le 1850” is the gourmet
restaurant of La Sivoliere, run by a young but talented Chef, Bilal Amrani.
The Mini Sivo Club caters to children in a variation of the 5* hotel, certified « Family
Plus Mountain ». Much more than a regular kids club, it delivers a true 5* service to
younger guests.
Upon their arrival, children are welcome at their own private desk, where they can
check-in and receive their Mini Sivo passport, and choose from a wide range of
activities: cooking classes, perfume workshop, jewelry workshop, maitre chocolatier
workshop…
The relaxation area includes a balneotherapy and counter-current swimming pool,
steam room, sauna, massage room and a fitness room equipped with cardio-training
machines.
Adorned with Arabescato marble, the relaxation area benefits from natural light
passing through large bay windows with a spectacular view of the valley.
Ideally located at the base of the « Dou du Midi » slope, la Sivolière has its own « ski
shop », a warm and cozy lounge where a team of professionals care for the guest’s
equipment.
The exclusive ski-in and out “ski shop” can expeditiously outfit the guests from head
to toe, including ski passes.
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